Finlay Community School
Geography
Our Whole School Curriculum Intent
At Finlay, we aim to teach a broad and balanced curriculum that enables children to enjoy, achieve and
succeed in line with the National Curriculum. We provide opportunities to develop the children’s cultural capital
and ensure they are life-long learners, who are ready for the next step of the education and to thrive in
Society. In addition to teaching the National Curriculum, we also aim for our children to leave school with a
SMILE! Our SMILE values are: social awareness, mental health and wellbeing, independence, life skills and
excellent aspirations. We provide opportunities to develop these values in all curriculum areas.
Our Geography Intent
At Finlay, we teach the National Curriculum.

As stated in the National Curriculum framework, high- quality

geography teaching should inspire in pupils a curiosity and fascination about the world and the people that
live within it. It is essential that these qualities remain with them for their lives.

Pupils should be equipped

with the knowledge of diverse places, people, natural and human environments and should be coupled with a
deep understanding of Earth’s human and physical processes.

Pupils should gain an understanding of the

interaction between these key processes and apply this understanding to the formation of landscapes and
environments. Geographical knowledge, understanding and skills should provide the framework to explain how
the Earth’s features are shaped, linked and change over time.

Pupils social awareness (a part of Finlay’s

SMILE values), will be at the forefront of our geography teaching as we will ensure that topical issues that
affect the world we live in are taught. Teaching will allow pupils to use maps and undergo fieldwork in
order to aid pupils to ask and answer geographical questions, draw conclusions from data and present
information.

Whole School Curriculum Overview:
Thematic Overview

Reception
1.

It’s good to

be me: All

about me and my family
2. Let’s Celebrate: Religious

Year 4

Celebrations
3. Once Upon a Time: Fairytales

1.

The Rotten Romans/ Glorious
Glevum: Roman Britain and their
Legacy.

2. Journey to the River Sea/ Come

and Traditional Tales

Sail With Me: Oceans and Rivers

4. Are we nearly there yet?

3. Ancient Greece and the Olympics

Places and Locational
Knowledge
5. Moving on up! Transition to
Year 1

1.

Year 3
1.

Rock and Roll: The Stone
Age to Iron Age

Year 5 2.

Civilization
The Rainforest: North and
South America, Deforestation

3. Invaders and Settlers: Anglo
Saxons and Vikings

2. Deadly Disasters: Natural

Year 1

Chocolate: Mayans and Aztec

Disasters including
volcanoes and earthquakes
3. Navigating the Nile/ Exciting

1.

Egyptians: Ancient Egypt.

The History of Toys

2. Where oh Where is

Finlay Bear? Our

Year 6

Local area and the
UK.
3. The Great Space Race:
Armstrong, Aldrin,
Peake

Year 2
1.

Heroes in History: Florence Nightingale
and Mary Seacole

2. Around the World in 60
Days/Paddington’s Passport: The 7
continents and 5 oceans
3.

The Great Fire of London and the
Tudors. Focus on Samuel Pepys

1.

We’ll Meet Again: World War 2
and the impact on children

2. Ice Explorers: Arctic and
Antarctica
3. Let Me Entertain You: Changes
in leisure and entertainment
throughout history

Coverage Term by Term (EYFS – Year 6)
Autumn Term

Pre-school
‘I wonder…’

Spring Term

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Who is who?

Who lives, far, far
away?

Who lives at your
house?
How do you feel?
What happens in

Summer Term

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

What is beyond

Who helps me

What would I find on

How do plants grow?

the clouds?

when I am hurt?

the farm?

How do mini beasts

What happens in

What would I

Who helps my pet

What would I find at

grow?

Winter?

find on a treasure

if they are hurt?

the zoo?

What happens in summer?

island?

Who can check my

What would I find

Who helps me at school?

Could I walk with

teeth?

under the sea?

dinosaurs?

How can I be

What would I find on

What would I

safe on the road?

safari?

Christmas

autumn?

find in the the
woods?

Know that there
are different

Begin to understand
the need to respect

countries in the

and care for the

world and talk

natural environment

about the
differences they

and all living
things.

have experienced
or seen in
photos

Reception

It’s Good to

Geographical

Draw information

Understand that

Draw information

from a simple

some places are

from a simple map.

content

Let’s Celebrate

be Me

map – how do I
get to school?

Once Upon a Time

Are we nearly
there yet?

special to
members of their
community.
Recognise some
similarities and
differences

Moving on up!

between life in
this country and
life in other
countries.
Recognise some
environments that
are different to
the one in which
they live.
Understand the
effect of
changing seasons
on the natural
world around
them.

Year 1

Finlay Toy Factory

Where oh Where is Finlay

The Great Space Race

Bear

Geographical
content

Geography

Geography

Local area, our

Hot and cold

school, the UK

places
Arctic V Australia

Year 2

Heroes in History

Around the World in 60

The Great Fire of London & The

Florence Nightingale and Mary

Days

Tudors

Seacole
Geographical
content

Passport theme
Geography – post card theme

Make simple maps and

Focus on the 7 continents and the five

plans with increasing

oceans

detail and a basic key

Split into blocks on each continent

Describe some places

Europe

which are in the local
area: factory, detached
house, semi-detached
house, terrace house.

Describe some physical
features of their own
locality.

Year 3

Rock and Roll!
Stone Age and Iron Age

Geographical
content

Year 4

Deadly Disasters

Navigating the Nile/
Ancient Egyptians

Volcanoes

Earthquakes

How they happen,

How they happen,

Geographical features:
human and physical

features, where

features, where

geography of Egypt now

they are found,

they are found,

Ring of Fire,

Ring of Fire,

Tropics

Tropics

Rotten Romans

Journey to the River Sea!

Ancient Greeks

Glorious Glevum

Come Sail with Me!

Olympics

Geographical
Content

Locating Rivers in

Geography

the UK

How do rivers

Famous Rivers

work?

around the world

From source to

Tracking Rivers

mouth
Plastic pollution
Coastal erosion

Year 5

Chocolate!

Deforestation

Invaders and Settlers – Saxons,

Ancient Maya

The Rainforest – North and

Vikings and Mayans

South America
Geographical
Content

Geography: Americas Focus
Build on knowledge of the tropics of
Cancer and Capricorn, Locating places
in North and South America, Features
of N and S America, Deforestation.

Begin to describe and understand key aspects of
human geography, including: settlements, land use,
economic activity, food, minerals, and water
supplies in relation to mountain environments.
Describe and understand key aspects of physical
geography, including: mountains (features,
locations of famous mountains, mountainous
environment) Explain how/ why people live in
mountainous areas.
What are the dangers to humans? How do
temperatures vary in the mountain environment?
Explain what a mountain is and what the main
features of a mountain are (eg summit, slop,
valley, foot etc)

Locate mountains on a map (Everest Fuji
Kilamanjaro Mount Blanc K2 Mount Olympus__

Year 6
Geographical
Content

We’ll Meet Again!

Ice Explorer

Let Me Entertain You!

World War 2

Arctic and Antarctica

History of Entertainment

Geography
Know about the Arctic and Antarctic,
discussing land, sea and climate
Longitude and Latitude,
Greenwich Mean Time
• Describe the impact of human
activity has caused environments to
change: Melting ice caps/Global
warming

Progression of Knowledge, Skills and Understanding in the National
Curriculum
Geographical inquiry- Investigation and fieldwork
Ask and
answer
Questions

Birth

3 to 4

to

year

three

olds

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Begin to ask

Confidently

Begin to ask

Confidently ask

Begin to

Confidently collect

and answer

ask and

and answer

and answer

collect and

and analyse

geographical

answer

more focussed

geographical

analyse

statistics and

questions

geographical

geographical

questions using

statistics

other information

(such as:

questions

questions

geographical

and other

in order to draw

What is this

(such as:

about the

language about

information

clear conclusions

place like?

What is this

physical and

the physical

in order to

about locations,

What or who

place like?

human

and human

draw clear

which can be

will I see in

What or who

characteristics

characteristics

conclusions

communicated

this place?

will I see in

of a location

of a location

about

using

What do people

this place?

(such as:

(such as:

locations.

geographical

do in this

What do

describe the

describe the

place?).

people do in

landscape,

landscape, why

this place?).

why is it like

is it like this,

this, how is it

how is it

changing?

changing? What

What do you

do you think

think about…?

about…?

Recognise that

Recognise that

Recognise

Recognise that

different people

different people

that

different people

hold different

hold different

different

hold different

views about

views about an

people hold

views about an

an issue and

issue and

different

issue and

begin to

understand

views about

understand the

understand

some of the

an issue

different reasons

some of the

reasons why.

and

why. Use these

understand

views to develop

reasons why.

vocabulary

some of the

their own ideas

reasons

on issues, which

why. Use

can be justified.

these views
to begin to
develop their
own ideas
on issues.

Drawing
conclusions

Using maps

Looks

Begin to

Confidently

Confidently

Confidently

closely at

analyse

analyse

analyse

analyse a range

similarities,

evidence and

evidence and

evidence and

of evidence and

differences,

draw basic

draw basic

draw more

draw more

patterns

conclusions

conclusions

detailed

detailed

and

(e.g. make

(e.g. make

conclusions

conclusions that

change

comparisons

comparisons

that can be

can be fully

between

between

supported

supported with

locations using

locations using

with

evidence

aerial

aerial

evidence

photos/pictures

photos/pictures

e.g. population,

e.g. population,

temperature)

temperature)

I can use

Use an infant

Begin to use

Use maps,

Use

. Use maps and

simple maps

atlas with

maps, atlases,

atlases, globes

atlases/OS

charts to support

of the local

some support

globes and

and

maps to

decision making

area or to

to identify the

digital/computer

digital/computer

find out

about the location

move around

four countries

mapping to

mapping to

about other

of places (e.g. a

school.

of the United

locate countries

locate countries

features of

new bypass)

Kingdom,

and describe

places. Use

their capital

features.

and

cities and

recognise OS

major

symbols

surrounding
seas.

Using maps

Use world

Use and

maps, atlases

compare

and globes

maps with

with some

arial

support to

photographs

identify the

to locate

seven

places and

continents

describe

and five

their

oceans.

features
using
geographical
vocabulary.

Making and
drawing
maps

I can make

Draw accurate

Draw a

Draw a variety

simple maps

maps with

variety of

of maps, thematic

and plans (for

more complex

thematic

maps and plans

example: the

keys.

maps based

of increasing

route from a

on their

complexity.

story

own data.

book/imaginary
place/drawing
my route to
school/
drawing a
route around
school)

Fieldwork:
Observations

Use simple

Use

Use

Use

Experiment

Choose and use

observational

observational

observational

observational

with using

different types of

skills to study

skills to

and fieldwork

and fieldwork

different

fieldwork

the

study the

skills to study

skills to study

types of

sampling

geographical

geography of

and record the

and record the

fieldwork

(quadrant, along

features of the

the school

human and

human and

sampling

a line, around a

school and its

and the key

physical

physical

(quadrant,

point) to observe,

grounds.

human and

features in the

features in the

along a line,

measure and

physical

local area.

local area.

around a

record the human

features of

point) to

and physical

its

observe,

features in the

surrounding

measure and

local area.

environment.

record the
human and
physical
features in
the local
area.

Fieldwork:
Using
equipment

Begin using

Begin using

Continue using

Begin to use

Choose and use

cameras to

simple

simple

more

more advanced

collect and

fieldwork

fieldwork

advanced

fieldwork

record data

equipment e.g.

equipment e.g.

fieldwork

equipment such

cameras and

cameras and

equipment

as data loggers

rain gauges to

rain gauges to

such as

to record data

collect simple

collect simple

data loggers

which can be

data.

data.

to record

later analysed.

data which
can be later
analysed.

Fieldwork:
Recording
Observations

Begin to make

Make simple

Make more

Make detailed

Create

Create detailed

simple

fieldwork

detailed

sketch maps

detailed

sketch maps,

fieldwork

sketches

fieldwork

using six

sketch maps,

plans and graphs

sketches using

figure grid

plans and

(scatter graph/line

four figure

references and

graphs of

graphs/pie charts)

grid references

diagrams.

the local

using technology

areas using

where appropriate

six figure

of the local areas

grid

using six figure

references

grid references,

and eight

eight point

point

compass

compass

directions,

directions.

symbols and a

sketches

and diagrams.

key.

Fieldwork:
surveys,
questionnaires
and data

Presenting
information

Begin to use

Confidently use

simple surveys,

simple surveys,

questionnaires

questionnaires

and simple

and simple

data collection

data collection

tables to find

tables to find

out more about

out more about

topical issues

topical issues

and places.

and places.

Gather and

Gather and

Gather and

Gather and

Gather and

Select the most

record data

record

record findings

record findings

record data

appropriate

using pictures,

observations

using simple

using

and results

method of

basic block

using tables,

geographical

geographical

of

gathering and

graphs or

drawings,

langauge,

langauge,

increasing

recording data

tally charts to

block graphs

drawing ,

drawings,

complexity

and results of

help in

and some

labelled

labelled

using

increasing

answering

written data

diagrams,

diagrams,

detailed

complexity:

questions as a

to help in

charts and

charts and

diagrams

detailed diagrams

class.

answering

tables with

tables

and labels,

and labels,

questions,

increasing

independently,

keys, tables,

complex keys,

including

independence.

scatter

tables, scatter

from

ensuring they

graphs, bar

graphs, bar and

secondary

are accurate.

and line

line graphs.

sources of

graphs.

information
as a group.

Recognising,
following and
using
compass
directions.

Can use

Can

Recognise the

Recognise,

Begin to

Recognise and

Continue to

Confidently use

basic

describe

4 points of a

follow and

recognise the

use the eight

use the eight

the eight points

positional

their

compass:

use the 4

eight points of

points of a

points of a

of a compass

language:

relative

North, East,

points of a

a compass:

compass:

compass to

when explaining

next to,

position

South and

compass:

North, North

North, North

explain the

the position of

infront of,

such as

West.

North, East,

East, East,

East, East,

position.

key geographical

behind

‘behind’ or

South and

South East,

South East,

West.

South, South

South, South

West, West,

West, West,

North West

North West

‘next to’.

locations/features.

Progression of Knowledge, Skills and Understanding in the National
Curriculum
Human, physical and locational geography
Describe
their own
locality

Birth to

3 to 4

three

year olds

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Notices

Comments

Talk about

Link their

Describe

detailed

and asks

the features

homes with

some

features of

questions

of their own

other places

physical

objects in

about

immediate

in their local

features of

their

aspects of

environment

community

their own

environment.

their familiar

and describe

locality.

world such

Know how

their locality

as the place

their

using words

where they

environments

and pictures.

live or the

may vary

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

natural

from one

world.

another
Know about

Describe

some present

some places

changes that

which are in

are happening

the local

in the local

area:

environment

factory,

e.g. at school

detached

and suggest

house, semi-

ideas for

detached

improving

house,

environments.

terrace
house.

Describe
Localities

Knows

Explain the

Describe a

Describe

Describe and

Explain how a

Compare and

about

main features

place within

physical

represent

location

contrast the

similarities

of a hot and

Europe using

features in a

different

(America)fits

physical

and

cold place

geographical

locality

physical

into its wider

features of

differences

(Antarctica

vocabulary.

features of an

geographical

different place

in relation

and

area of the UK

location with

(Antarctica

to places.

Australia)

on a map

reference to its

And UK)

(rivers,

geographical

identifying

coasts)

features.

how they are
similar and
how they are
different.

Physical

Enjoys

features of

playing

localities

with
smallworld
models
such as
a farm, a
garage or
a train
track.

Explain the

Begin to

Confidently

Understand the

Compare and

Describe and

main physical

describe the

describe the

effect of

contrast

understand

features of a

key features

key features

landscape

similarities and

key aspects

hot and cold

of a place

of a place

features on the

differences

of physical

place.

using

using

development of

between UK

geography:

geographical

geographical

a locality: e.g.

and America

biomes,

vocabulary

vocabulary

explain why

vegetation

such as:

such as:

many cities of

belts,

beach, coast,

beach, coast,

the world are

forest, hill,

forest, hill,

situated by

mountain,

mountain,

rivers.

ocean, sea,

ocean, sea,

season,

season,

weather and

weather and

valley.

valley.

Know about
the physical
features of
coasts and
begin to
understand
erosion and
deposition.

United
Kingdom

Name, locate

.

Name and

Identify the

Describe the

and identify

locate cities of

difference

impact of

characteristics

the UK

between the

human

of the four

including

British Isles

activity that

countries of

Gloucester

(Great Britain,

has caused

Ireland and all

changes to

Name and

the

occur within

locate capitals

surrounding

the UK

the United
Kingdom

islands), Great
(Rivers focus)

Britain (the
largest British
Isle consisting
of England,
Scotland and
Wales) and the
United
Kingdom
(England,
Scotland,
Wales and
Ireland)

Name and
locate the
islands
surrounding
the UK

Volcanoes

Locate and
name four of
the most
famous
volcanos
Mount St
Helens,
Nevado del

Ruiz, Mount
Versuivius,
Krakatoa)
Describe how

.

volcanoes are
made
Explain how/

Mountains

why people
live in
mountainous
areas.

What

are the
dangers to
humans? How
do
temperatures
vary in the
mountain
environment?
Explain what
a mountain is
and what the
main features
of a mountain
are (eg
summit, slop,
valley, foot
etc)
Locate
mountains on
a map (Everest
Fuji
Kilamanjaro
Mount Blanc
K2 Mount
Olympus

Earthquakes

Describe how
earthquakes
are created
Know that
the Earth is

made up of
large pieces
of rock called
Tectonic
plates

Rivers/
Oceans

Locate and name
the five oceans
(Pacific, Atlantic,
Indian, Southern,
Arctic)

Explain why
rivers are
important to
settlements
Know why
people choose
or chose to
live near rivers
(transportation,
fertile land,
water supply)
RIVER FOCUS•
Name the four
capitals of the
countries of
the United
Kingdom
Track major
rivers of the
UK (Severn
Trent Thames
Rother Ouse)
Explain how
rivers work
and the
different parts
of a river
(source,
estuary
tributary etc)
Explain how
the water cycle
works

America

AMERICAS
FOCUS

Build

on knowledge
of the tropics
of Cancer and
Capricorn
Describe
features of
North and
South America

Europe

Locate and
name France,
Spain and
Italy on a
map
Show an
awareness
of weather
in Europerainfall, temp
Locate and
name the
scandinavian
countries
(Denmark,
Norway,
Swedne,
Finland,
Iceland)
Know about

Arctic

the Arctic
and
Antarctic,
discussing
land, sea
and climate

The world

Name the 7
Continents
and 5
oceans

Other

Discuss how

Name and

coastal erosion

identify

happens and

the impact it

latitude and

has on the

longitude

environment.

Global
demarcation

Understand

Understand

Name and

Begin to

Identify and

geographical

geographical

locate the

identify and

describe the

similarities

similarities

Equator,

describe the

geographical

and

and

Northern

geographical

significance

differences

differences

Hemisphere,

significance of

of latitude,

through

through

Southern

Equator,

longitude,

studying the

studying the

Hemisphere

Northern

Equator,

human and

human and

Hemisphere,

Northern

physical

physical

Southern

Hemisphere,

geography of

geography of

Hemisphere, the

Southern

the local

a small area

Tropics of

Hemisphere,

area.

of the United

Cancer, and

the Tropics of

Kingdom and

time zones.

Cancer and

of a

Capricorn,

contrasting

Arctic and

European

Antarctic

country.

Circle, and
time zones.

Diversity

Begin to

Begin to

Describe

describe some

describe

geographical

of the

geographical

diversity

characteristics

diversity

across the

of these

across the

world.

geographical

world.

areas.

Connections

Begin to

Describe how

describe how

countries and

countries and

geographical

geographical

regions are

regions are

interconnected

interconnected

and

and

interdependent.

interdependent.

Weather
patterns

Look at

Explain how

Identify

Explain about

Explore

Understand

Describe,

patterns in

the weather

seasonal

weather

weather

about weather

explain and

the weather.

changes with

and daily

conditions

patterns

patterns

compare

E.g. It is

each season.

weather

and patterns

around parts

around the

weather

sunny

patterns in

around the

of the world.

world and

patterns

today.

the United

around the

Kingdom and

UK and parts

relate these to

world,

the location

of Europe.

climate zones.

looking at

of hot and

patterns

cold areas

within climate

of the world

zones

in relation to
the Equator
and the
North Pole.

Progression of Knowledge, Skills and Understanding in the National
Curriculum
Communicating Geographically
Birth to

3 to 4

three

year olds

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Use basic

Use basic

Describe key

Describe key

Describe and

Describe and

geographical

geographical

aspects of

aspects of

understand key

understand

vocabulary

vocabulary

physical

physical

aspects of

key aspects

to refer to

to refer to

geography,

geography,

physical

of physical

key physical

key physical

including:

including:

geography,

geography,

features,

features,

volcanoes

rivers.eg

including:

including: the

including:

including:

and

parts/features

mountains

similarities

beach, coast,

beach, coast,

earthquakes.

of a river

(features,

and

forest, hill,

forest, hill,

(upper course,

locations of

differences

ocean, river.

mountain,

source etc)

famous

of places –

ocean, river,

and the key

mountains,

Arctic and

soil, valley,

features of

mountainous

Antarctica

vegetation

coasts/coastal

environment)

UK and

and weather.

erosion

vocabulary

urban and

and the water

rural areas.

cycle
Begin to use

Use basic

Describe key

Describe key

Begin to

• Describe

basic

geographical

aspects of

aspects of

describe and

and

geographical

vocabulary

human

human

understand key
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Knowledge Organisers
Knowledge organisers should be shared with the children at the beginning of each block of work.
In history, as this is the basis of each theme, the children will have one knowledge organiser per big
term.
The children should take a copy of this home.
The children should have quizzes based on the information on their knowledge organisers on a regular
basis and use this as a tool for learning.
Knowledge Organisers should show:
- Key dates
- Vocabulary
- Sticky knowledge and Rapid Recall facts
- How learning may link to previous learning

Characteristics of Effective Geography Teaching
What would I see in a unit of Geography? What would I see in a Lesson?
Recap at the beginning of the theme to

Developing an understanding of how

Asking and answering geographical

teach children how this unit links to

everything is interconnected and that

questions

their previous learning.

ideas and processes are linked .

Language rich: using and developing

5 minute recap at the beginning of each

geographical vocabulary

lesson to encourage retention of key

Children drawing conclusions to answer
geographical

enquiry based questions

knowledge and vocabulary.
Use of fieldwork to ask and answer

Use of maps and atlases where

Development of knowledge, skills and

geographical questions

appropriate

understanding in line with the National
Curriculum.

Know the location of the place in which
they are studying and know its
significance

.

